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Spatially localised NMR = MRI
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Compressed Sensing
Minimise ||Q X||1 (sparsity)
subject to…
||Y  - U F X||2 < ε (data consistency)
“…the results are surprising” (Candes 2006)
Minimise the objective function…
{ ||W X||1 + λ ||Y  - U F X||
2}  
Iterative solution
3 times undersampling mask
http://www.eecs.berkeley.edu/~mlustig/CS.html




Enforce sparsity in W-domain







We can’t undersample in kx
1D undersampling doesn’t work well
2D undersampling pattern is critical
Applications
Need to undersample
in 2 or more dimensions
Standard 2D Brain -
3D brain +




Tao et al, Magn Reson Imag 2013
FULL ×4CS ×6CS
ISMRM 2015, #2497
UNDERSAMPLED 3D BRAIN IMAGES
Current work
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